How to Comment on this Document
Welcome to the Alderley Edge Neighbourhood Development
Plan (NOP). This First Draft Plan is published for informal
public consultation until 12th September 2019. The Plan has
been prepared by the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group of
local residents and parish councillors on behalf of the Parish
Council and follows on from the Emerging Policies Document
(October 2018) and the responses submitted during the public
consultation in autumn 2018.
The Draft Plan has been prepared taking into account the
detailed research and public consultations undertaken by the
various NOP Sub Groups and draws from a technical evidence
base including commissioned work on local housing needs,
design codes, and site assessments.
Public consultation is a very important part of preparing NDPs
and this is your opportunity to comment on the emerging draft
planning policies which will be used by Cheshire East Council
to help determine planning applications in Alderley Edge up to
2030.
Our NOP reflects the various priorities and concerns of local
residents and those who work in the area so that we have more
say in the planning process.
We need to know if the draft planning policies are suitable, or if
there is anything important that we have missed. Overall, how
we want to guide new development in a positive way to ensure
that changes are sensitive to Alderley Edge village's historic
and distinctive character set within an attractive rural
landscape protected by Green Belt.
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You can find out more and comment on the document in
the following ways:
• Downloading the document and supporting evidence
base from the NOP website www.alderleynp.com
• Accessing a hard copy of the document at Alderley Edge
Library, at the Festival Hall, or by contacting the
Neighbourhood Plan group at alderleynp@gmail.com
• Writing to the Clerk to Alderley Edge Parish Council at
Festival Hall, Talbot Road, Alderley Edge SK9 7HR
Please return any comments in writing to the Parish Clerk,
Festival Hall, Talbot Road, Alderley Edge SK9 7HR, by email
to alderleynp@gmail.com or by using the online feedback
form, which can be accessed via the Neighbourhood Plan
website at www.alderleynp.com.
Thank you for your time and interest.
All responses will be considered very carefully by the
Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group and used to inform
the Draft NOP which will be published for 6 weeks formal
consultation later in 2019.

1. What is a Neighbourhood Development Plan (NOP)?
1.1

Neighbourhood Development Plans (NDPs) are a new
type of planning policy document, prepared by Parish
Councils (or in non-parished areas by a Neighbourhood
Forum) to guide new development within a defined local
area. They are used alongside local authority (here,
Cheshire East Council) and national planning policy
documents, to help determine planning applications.
NDPs are powerful tools and present significant
opportunities for local people to have a real say in shaping
development within their local area.

1.2

An NDP can cover a range of planning related issues, or
just have one, single policy. It is also worth noting that
NDPs cannot address some strategic planning matters
such as Minerals and Waste and Strategic Infrastructure
Projects as these are dealt with by the local planning
authority (Cheshire East Council) and Central Government.
This First Draft Plan has been prepared building on the
responses to the Emerging Policies document which was
published for informal public consultation in November
2018. It provides more detail about the identified planning
issues relevant to Alderley Edge NDP area and sets out
draft planning policies to address these issues.

1.3

1.4

Overall the Plan has to meet a set of "basic conditions" set
out in national guidance and these will be tested through
an examination at the end of the process. The basic
conditions include the requirement that NDPs have to be
in general conformity with strategic planning policies set
out in the local planning authority's Local Plan. For
Alderley Edge NDP the strategic planning policies are set
out in the Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy which was
adopted on 27th July 20171 • The Local Plan Strategy sets
out the overall vision and planning strategy for
development in the borough and contains planning
policies to ensure that new development addresses the
economic, environmental and social needs of the area. It
also identifies strategic sites and strategic locations that
will accommodate most of the new development needed.

1.5

The current statutory development plan for Cheshire East
also includes the saved policies of the Macclesfield
Borough Local Plan which was adopted as an altered plan
on 8th January 2004 and covers the period to 201l 2.

1.6

The NDP should also take into account the reasoning and
evidence informing the emerging Local Plan process (see
Planning Practice Guidance) 3. In relation to Alderley Edge
NDP this includes the emerging First Draft Site Allocations
and Development Policies Document, August 20184• The
Site Allocations and Development Policies Document will
form the second part of the Local Plan. It will:

NDPs cannot be prepared in isolation and all NDP
planning policies and proposals have to be underpinned
by a clear and robust evidence base of local opinion and
technica I resources.

l https://www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/planning/spatial_planning/cheshire_easUocal_plan/local-plan-strategy/local_plan_strategy.aspx
2 https://www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/planning/spatial_planning/saved_and_other_policies/macclesfield_local_plan/macclesfield_local_plan.aspx
3 Planning Practice Guidance Para 009 Reference ID: 41-009-20160211
4 https://www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/planning/spatial_planning/cheshire_easUocaLplan/site_allocations_and_policies.aspx
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Allocate additional sites for development to make sure
that the overall development requirements set out in the
Local Plan Strategy are met. These allocations will
generally be 'non-strategic' sites, less than 5 hectares in
size (or 150 homes). Allocations will be for housing,
employment, retail, leisure and other types of
development.

Figure l NOP Process
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Set more detailed policies to guide decisions on planning
applications in the borough. Land that needs particular
protection will be designated, for example because of its
importance to wildlife or the historic environment.
1.7

1.8

NDPs also are required to have regard to national
planning policy (National Planning Policy Framework
NPPF, updated February 20195, Planning Practice
Guidance6 and other Ministerial statements and guidance)
and to comply with European (including Environmental)
Regulations.
Preparing an NOP is therefore a complex and lengthy
process. The main steps are set out in Figure 1.

Aeferertcfum

1.9

It is worth noting that although Figure l indicates that we
are near the beginning of the process, the stage
Preparing the Plan encompasses the vast majority of the
work for an NOP, and usually takes a couple of years, or
even longer.

1.10 Following this short period of informal public consultation
on our First Draft Plan, we are proposing to consider all
the responses, revise the Draft NOP and then publish the
finalised version of the Draft NOP for the required 6
weeks' formal consultation later in 2019. Following this
the Plan will be further revised and then submitted to
Cheshire East Council who will check it and publish it for
a further 6 weeks consultation.
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5 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-planning-policy-framework--2
6 This is an online resource available at https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/planning-practice-guidance

2.7

Alderley Edge has a range of local community facilities
including a new (2016) Medical Centre housing a medical
practice, pharmacy and private healthcare and fitness
services. The Festival Hall behind it provides a large
performance space which can host up to 300 guests for
public and private events. The village has a
volunteer-supported public library and sports and social
clubs. There are also several green spaces and recreation
areas including Alderley Edge Park, Chorley Hall Lane
Playing Field, three allotment sites, as well as sports clubs
and facilities, which include a cricket club, tennis club and
hockey club. The Cheshire East Council maintained
Alderley Edge Community Primary School provides
education for 4-11 year olds and there are two further
private schools, The Ryleys and Alderley Edge School for
Girls.

2.8

Although it has many strengths, Alderley Edge faces
significant challenges, including a lack of affordable
housing, an ageing population structure and high
dependence on private vehicles for transport, bringing
with it resulting pressures on road and parking
infrastructure.

2.9

Over the period 2001 to 2011, Alderley Edge saw an overall
population increase of 9.8%. The greatest increase was in
the 85 years+ age group, which increased by 42.7% and
also amongst the 15-24 years age group, which increased
by 38.7%. Both of these age groups are growing at
significantly faster rates within the Alderley Edge
Neighbourhood Plan area, than within the rest of Cheshire
East or across the North West region as a whole.
7 Alderley Edge Housing Needs Assessment (HNA), March 2079 www.alderleynp.com/inventory

2.10 This trend is expected to continue over the duration of the
Neighbourhood Plan period and suggests that there will
be a greater need to provide housing to meet the needs of
elderly people and young adults. Through the
Neighbourhood Plan questionnaire, the community has
expressed concern about a lack of affordable housing to
cater for young adults, as well as inadequate housing to
allow older residents to downsize but continue to play an
active role in the community.
2.11 A local Housing Needs Assessment for Alderley Edge
commissioned by the Parish Council7 and undertaken by
consultants AECOM, provides evidence of a need for more
smaller and affordable homes in the Parish over the plan
period.
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3. A Neighbourhood Development Plan (NOP) for Alderley Edge
First Steps

3.1

Work began on the Alderley Edge NOP in June 2016 when
Alderley Edge Parish Council (AEPC) decided that it
should reverse the decision of the previous Parish Council,
which had decided not to proceed with a NOP. The
reasons for this decision were concerns that the village
was likely to be allocated new housing on Green Belt
under the Local Plan, that it was an attractive target
location for developers and that residents and businesses
would forfeit their right to shape the future development
of the village if they had no NOP.
The Parish Council applied to Cheshire East Council for
designation as a neighbourhood area and the
neighbourhood area - the same as the parish council area
- was designated on 24th June 2016. It is shown on Map 1.
First Public Meeting: July 2016

3.2 At the start the NOP was initiated and run entirely by
AEPC with support from Cheshire East. AEPC
organised a first public meeting on 6th July 2016. This
meeting was held at the Festival Hall in Alderley Edge and
its purpose was to attract interest and explain what the
purpose of a NOP was.
http://www.alderleyedge.com/news/a rticle/13904/how-mu
ch-do-you-care-about-the-future-of-our-vi I I age
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73 people attended following an announcement reported
in local media on 18th June that Story Homes planned to
build 300 homes in Green Belt on the southern side of the
village:
http://www.alderleyedge.com/news/article/13851/consulta
tion-to-discuss-plans-for-300-new-homes-in-alder
ley-edge
Second public meeting: September 2016

3.3 This meeting was held at Alderley Edge School for Girls on
21st September 2016. Those attending were invited to
participate in group discussions. Participants were invited
to break into one of four groups:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Green spaces
Infrastructure
Heritage
Community & Wellbeing

These groupings had been selected based on feedback
from the first meeting. In their groups they were invited
to answer the following questions:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

What do you like about Alderley Edge?
What do you dislike about Alderley Edge?
How would you like Alderley Edge to be in 2030?
What do you see as the key issues facing the village?

The findings from this consultation were summarised in a
short document which can be found on the
Neighbourhood Plan website at: https://www.alder
leynp.com/inventory

Residents' Questionnaire, March 2017 8

3.4 Using the feedback from the September 2016 meeting the
NP Steering Group developed a questionnaire for
residents which was distributed to all households within
the parish. The questionnaire was delivered by a leaflet
delivery company to 2,500 households in the NPA of
Alderley Edge in the week beginning 13th March 2017.
Respondents could complete a hand-written version of
the questionnaire and return it to the AEPC. To increase
accessibility there was also an option to complete it online
by typing a web link into an internet browser. Individuals
had 2 weeks to respond. A total of 375 questionnaires
were returned out of the 2,500 distributed. This gave an
overall response rate of 15%.
3.5 The questions were developed from community feedback
at group meetings, discussions with residents, and by
building on some of the priorities identified in the Alderley
Edge Parish Plan.
3.6 Alderley Edge Parish Council (AEPC) commissioned
Cheshire Community Action (CCA} to carry out an analysis
of the Neighbourhood Plan Questionnaire. The report9
presented the results of questionnaire and made some
recommendations for 'next steps'. There were also
aspects which could not be dealt with through the
Neighbourhood Plan but could become actions or
projects for the Parish Council to address through other
means.

8 Alderley Edge Neighbourhood Plan Questionnaire, March 2077 www.alderleynp.com/inventory
9 Alderley Edge Neighbourhood Plan Questionnaire Report, CCAJuly 2077 www.alderleynp.com/inventory

3.7

Analysis of the results can be found on the
Neighbourhood Plan website at:
https://www.alderleynp.com/inventory
Third Public Meeting, November 2017

3.7

A Public Meeting was held at 7.30pm on 16th November
2017 at Alderley Edge School for Girls. It followed the
publication of the results of Cheshire East's call for sites,
which had resulted in nine potential sites, all in green belt,
being identified for potential development. The meeting
was attended by 187 residents. Presentations were made
by Sarah Greenwood representing the Neighbourhood
Plan Steering Group and Ward Councillor Craig Browne,
followed by a Q&A session. This was reported in local
media: http://www.alderleyedge.com/news/article/16716/
future-of-the-village-is-cause-for-concern

3.8 The meeting resulted in new contacts for the local
economy group and housing, following which the
Housing Group was formed, together with recruiting
additional members for the other subgroups.
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Emerging Policies Document, November 201810
3.9

The NDP Steering Group published the Alderley Edge
NDP Emerging Policies Document for 4 weeks informal
public consultation from the 5th November to the 3rd
December 2018. Respondents were invited to review hard
copies located at the Library and Festival Hall or online at
www.alderleynp.com. In addition, a public drop-in session
was held at the Festival Hall on 10th November 2018,
which gave residents and local businesses the chance to
review the emerging policies, register their responses and
discuss any issues arising with members of the NDP
group.

3.10 Throughout the process further informal research and
surveys were undertaken by the sub groups to provide
background information and data on specific topics such
as car parking, travel to work, and local businesses and
employment. Further information about this is provided
in the relevant sections of the NDP under the planning
policy themes. Results of the public consultation can be
found at https://www.alderleynp.com/inventory
Other commissioned research and evidence
3.11 Consultants AECOM have been commissioned via
Locality to carry out various pieces of supporting work to
provide evidence for the Neighbourhood Plan. AECOM
have researched and provided a Housing Needs
Assessment to identify local need and to provide
information about the amount and type of housing than
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10 Alderley Edge Neighbourhood Plan Emerging Policies Document, October 2018 www.alderleynp.com/inventory

should be planned for as well as understanding
appropriate tenures within the plan area. The Housing
Needs Assessment is now complete and is available for
review on the Alderley Edge Neighbourhood
Development Plan website at www.alderleynp.com
3.12 A second element of work is a Site Assessment that
analyses all the sites within the Parish Boundary that
were put forward in the Call for Sites, as well as the site at
Jenny Heyes identified in the SADPD. The assessments of
each site will inform the AEPC and Neighbourhood Plan
team of the merits or otherwise of the potential
development sites using an agreed set of criteria
including Context, Suitability, Environmental and Heritage
Considerations and effect on Community Facilities. This
report will provide an objective insight and assessment of
any sites put forward for development as part of the
SADPD process and into the future.
3.13 Thirdly, AECOM have been commissioned to create a
Design Codes document to act as a tool to provide design
guidance on residential development within Alderley
Edge and to help safeguard the village’s distinct character
and architectural quality.
3.14 The final piece of work to be undertaken will be a
Masterplanning exercise for the sites to be put forward by
Cheshire East in the SADPD expected in Q3 2019.
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6.2

6.3

At the time of the 2011 Census there were 2,343 houses in
Alderley Edge parish, of which 34.1% were detached
dwellings, 21.8% were semi-detached dwellings and 19.1%
were terraced. Flats, maisonettes and apartments
comprised 24.9% of the housing in the parish. In terms of
tenure, owner occupation forms a relatively high
proportion of the housing stock with 75.7% of households
living in owned properties (both wholly owned and with a
mortgage) and only 7.3% living in social rented
accommodation and 15.2% renting privately.

6.5

A Housing Needs Assessment commissioned by the
Parish Council and carried out in 2019 by AECOM12
establishes a suitable dwelling mix required in any new
housing development in order to address current and
projected need. It also recommends that there should be
an emphasis on small affordable starter homes, affordable
rented homes and housing suitable for the 65 years and
over age group.

6.6

The NOP Housing Group has considered local housing
issues in some detail. The Group's Vision Statement sets
out that they would like Alderley Edge to grow as a
balanced and sustainable community, respecting the
village characteristics which they value. New housing will
be provided, which meets the village's needs, particularly
those of the younger and older members of the
community. New development will be set within a clearly
defined village boundary, surrounded by Green Belt. High
quality design will enhance Alderley Edge's distinctive
character, and create a sense of place, respecting its
architectural heritage and the leafy nature of the village.

Alderley Edge is in an area of high development pressure.
Between 2001 and 2011, there was a 9.5% increase in the
housing stock in Alderley Edge. However, the new housing
provision comprised predominantly larger market housing
for owner occupiers, and none of this increase included
either affordable housing for young people, or bungalows
for older people seeking to downsize.

6.4 The Local Plan Strategy notes that there have been 54
completions and 54 commitments since 2010 (as at March
2017). House prices in Alderley Edge are relatively high and
affordability is an issue for many people; Cheshire East
Economic Profile, CEC, (last updated, 30/8/18)11 sets out
that median house prices in Alderley Edge are £400,000
or more. The significant differences between the housing
market in Alderley Edge and the rest of the district of
Cheshire East support specific locally relevant policy
requirements within the NOP to address these issues.

11 https://www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/pdf/planning/spatial-planning/cheshire-east-econ-profile-update-30-august-2018.pdf
12 Alderley Edge Housing Needs Assessment (HNA), March 2019, AECOM www.alderleynp.com/inventory
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6.11 The Cheshire East Borough Design Guide SPD adopted
May 201713 aims to improve the quality of new residential
development in the Borough. The guide is in two parts.
Within Volume l Setting the Scene, Alderley Edge falls into
the zone of North Cheshire Fringe and the guide sets out
key settlement design cues and architectural materiality.
Volume 2 deals with Creating Quality in residential design
and in particular road hierarchy (see also policy AE3.3).

Community Consultation
6.12 In the responses f rom the April 2017 questionnaire
relating to housing (Q2.3) residents set out that the
highest priority in new housing was for small or affordable
housing, followed by eco-housing, family housing,
bungalows and housing for the elderly. Residents also
identified the importance of retaining a village feel with
new developments, maintaining an attractive range of
varied building styles and avoiding the infill of gardens.

Location, Scale and Type of New Housing
6.13 Supporting the provision of housing development which
is located where possible within the built up area, and is of
a suitable scale, type, size and tenure is a key issue for the
Alderley Edge NDP.

13 https://www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/planning/spatial_planning/cheshire_easUocaLplan/supplementary_plan_documents/design-guide-supplementary-planning-document.aspx
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6.16 There is a need to provide a mix of new housing in the
village in order to maintain some balance to the
community. Housing opportunities should be made
available for young people who have grown up in Alderley
Edge so that they can access suitable housing and remain
in the village if they wish to. Suitable housing should also
be provided for older residents of the village who may
wish to downsize and release under-occupied family
accommodation. Therefore new developments should
aim to provide a suitable mix of smaller sized dwellings,
terraced, semi-detached and bungalows to rebalance
recent developments which have tended to provide large
luxury dwellings in the village. Priority should be given in
the allocation of affordable housing to local young people
who live or work in the village and those with a local
connection. This will help to meet the needs of young
people wishing to gain a foothold on the housing ladder
and age 65+ residents wishing to downsize, identified in
CEC's Housing Needs Advice Report, the Locality HNA
2019 (see 6.15) as well as by local residents and will help to
create a sustainable community.
6.17 The Housing Needs Assessment for Alderley Edge
identifies that although homes in the village are mostly
medium and large in size there is a growing demand for
smaller and more affordable homes.
The Housing Needs Assessment report can be accessed
at www.alderleynp.com/inventory

6.18 The private rented sector has grown significantly in recent
years and market rents are at a level beyond the reach of
residents on average incomes. There is therefore an
established demand for affordable for rent. There is also a
shortfall in starter home provision in the village as well
as smaller homes for people in the 65+ age range to
downsize to, also reflected in residents' opinions. The
Assessment forecasts that the 65+ age range is likely
to grow by over 30% by 2030, leading to an increased
demand for suitable accommodation. A recommended
range of dwelling sizes by bedroom number is established
within the HNA as is the fact that there is no need for any
more houses with 5+ bedrooms, this being reflected in
residents' views that 'luxury housing' is the least needed in
the village.
6.19 The PC considers that sites that currently lie within Green
Belt, but which may be taken out following the adoption
of the SADPD, should be treated as exceptional because of
their change from green fields to developed areas. The
development of these sites offers an opportunity to
demonstrate best practice through higher standards of
eco-design to mitigate the consequent loss of natural
environment assets and biodiversity that such
development entails. The development proposals for
these sites must also include the minimum 30%
affordable housing requirement on site as they are key to
meeting local needs; new housing stock should reflect the
actual housing requirements of the village, helping to
maintain some sense of a balanced community.
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7.2

7.3
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The Cheshire Retail Study Update, May 201614 notes that
Alderley Edge 'centre is anchored by the Waitrose store at
the northern end of London Road, set back from the
street frontage and at a lower level. There is a smaller
Tesco Express store on the opposite side of the road.
London Road takes the form of a traditional linear high
street. It is well represented by national multiple banks
and coffee shops but other than this Alderley Edge is
largely composed of independent businesses. These are a
mix of bars/cafes/restaurants, local convenience stores,
retail services and a vibrant sector of independent
comparison stores. There are a number of businesses and
community facilities on adjacent side streets and back
streets {Trafford Road, West Street and George Street)
including offices, GP surgeries and dentists.' It should be
noted that, since the 2016 Retail Study Update, three
national banks have closed, leaving just one bank,
together with the Post Office, in 2019.

... Alderley Edge therefore appears to have a robust future,
provided that it retains quality independent uses and its
distinctive character.'

7.4

The Study goes on to note in the summary that 'Alderley
Edge is a successful centre with a well defined role that
continues to trade well despite its close proximity to the
larger centre of Wilmslow. It performs both a local service
role for Alderley Edge residents and a quality leisure role
for a local and wider catchment. Both roles are marked
by particularly high quality, predominantly independent
units; and are supported by high local affluence and a
widespread reputation. The local service role extends
beyond retail to include an excellent range of commercial
and community facilities. The leisure role benefits from a
high quality street environment.

14 https://www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/planning/spatial_planning/research_and_evidence/cheshire_town_centres_study.aspx

The NDP Local Economy Group has identified the
following key issues which should be addressed through
the NDP:
Valuing the role of small and innovative businesses in
Alderley Edge
Recognising the changing nature of workplace
requirements including the popularity of working from
home and supporting the development of flexible work
hubs and affordable office space
Supporting the growth of local businesses in Alderley
Edge bearing in mind national and local planning policy
and concentrating on a village centre first approach, and
providing opportunities for a variety of employment
spaces
Recognising the value and role of visitors (including day
and business visitors) in supporting local businesses and
carefully managing visitor accommodation demand.

Encouraging Visitor Support for Local Businesses
7.16 According to CEC's website15 in 2018 'Cheshire East's visitor
economy increased by 3.2 per cent on the previous year's
figures - placing the total value of hospitality and visitor
revenue at £921m. It means it is on target to reach £1
billion by 2020. Almost 16 million visitors passed through
the borough in 2016/17, with festivals and dozens of other
events and attractions continuing to boost the area's
popularity. Notable was the strong increase in staying
visitors, the value of which increased by 6.3 per cent to
£241m. Employment in the borough's visitor economy
also continues to rise, with a further increase -in full time
equivalents - to 11,SSZ The figures are calculated through
Steam, (the Scarborough Tourism Economic Analysis
Monitor) - an accredited method of calculation used by
many visitor destinations.'
7.17 Alderley Edge businesses benefit from providing a vibrant
and lively destination experience as well as being close to
key visitor attractions such as The Edge, Tatton Park,
Jodrell Bank and Quarry Bank Mill. The Cheshire Retail
Study Update, May 2016 notes that 'the leisure sector has
an exact match in representation with the UK average. It
includes a healthy mix of cafes, restaurants and bars and,
beyond a few units, is dominated by quality
independents. This includes a number of well known
restaurants with a good reputation and Alderley Edge
has a vibrant night time economy�
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7.18 The local area around Alderley Edge also has a number of
major festivals and events such as Blue Dot, the RHS
Tatton and County Shows, the Music Festival, May Fair and
other local events throughout the year. A significant
percentage of their customers come from outside the
local catchment area.
7.19 The visitor economy (business visitors, visitors/relatives of
residents and individual tourists) is recognised as a key
sector for Alderley Edge businesses and one that they
depend on. It also has growth potential but there is
insufficient capacity locally to meet the needs of business
visitors as well as individual tourists. There is also
currently no additional development space for
accommodation within the village boundary.
7.20 NDP Draft Policy AE7: Encouraging Visitor Support for
Local Businesses seeks to ensure that the benefits visitors
bring continue to support the survival and growth of the
local economy.

15 https://www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/council_and_democracy/counciUnformation/media_hub/media_releases/07092018-on-track-for-l-billion-tourism-target.aspx

7.22 It is important to maintain this area as the key retail and
leisure zone and enhance its attractiveness for
pedestrians, car and public transport users whilst
promoting and improving the links to businesses on
adjacent roads. Concentrating activity and a range of
suitable uses in the village centre is in line with the NPPF
paragraph 85 which sets out that planning policies should
promote town centres' 'long-term vitality and viability
by allowing them to grow and diversify in a way that can
respond to rapid changes in the retail and leisure
industries, allows a suitable mix of uses (including
housing) and reflects their distinctive characters�

Figure 1: The Changing High Street (London Road Ground Floor Units)

Taken from Alderley Edge Parish Council records and updated 29 June 2019
Type of Business
Grocer
Butcher
Sweets/tobacco/cake

7.24 A table highlighting the main shopping offer from 1928
and various intervals to 2019 shows the change across the
years.
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1948

6

7

8

4

6

6

1 (supermarket)
2

1

6 (fashion)

6

Greengrocer/fish/game

3

4

2

2

Jeweller

2

2

Stationer/books/news

3

2

1

2

3

12

0

3

Bank
Chemist

Shoe/boot
Restaurant/cafe/bar
Estate agents
Wine
Ladies' hair/beautician
Charity shop
Interior design

3

8

2006

Dress/outfit/milliner

Travel agents

7.23 The Retail Study Update16 notes that 'Alderley Edge has a
high quality environment, resulting from the consistency
and condition of the Victorian properties on London Road
and from the public realm, which benefits from wide
pavements and street trees. Although there is no public
space beyond the pavements, there are many cafes and
restaurants with outdoor seating that serve to animate
this space. Traffic is effectively slowed by parking and
turning movements, and at pedestrian crossings, and so
does detract significantly from the pedestrian experience.
Alderley Edge is therefore a pleasant place to visit for
shopping and to eat/drink. It also benefits from proximity
to The Edge country park, offering an attractive
opportunity for a shared leisure trip which can see its
local catchment increase, especially at weekends.'

1928

3

2

3

4

0

0

0

1
1

0
0

0

0

7 (fashion)

0

4

1

2

1

1 (sportswear)

3

1
1 (newsagent)
2 (footwear)
11

5

2

4

1

0

3

5

1

0

4 + 1 sunspa
2
1

Sandwich/Hot food/Bakery
Betting Shop
Keys/Shoe Repair

1

Garden Plants/Flowers

1

Bridal wear

1

Antiques
I 46

1

1

Solicitor

TOTAL

2019

2 (supermarket)

I 47

8 (hair/health/beauty)

3

1

2 (inc Cheese Wedge)

1
1
1
0
0

I s6

Notes: Definitions approximated to changing times and do not include upper floor uses where a
number of professional/financial service businesses are based or any areas slightly off London
Road.
Alderley Edge has retained and attracted more independent and specialist businesses in the years
since 2006.
Restaurants, cafes and bars have also increased but are mainly independents or smaller regional
outlets.
The increase in number of units may be due to conversion of smaller residential units to
businesses between 1948 and 2006 and to 2019.
The number of vacant units was recorded in 2019 and equated to 3 plus 1 unit (the former RBS
bank) currently being redeveloped.

16 Cheshire Retail Study, Final Report, May 2016 https://www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/planning/spatial_planning/research_and_evidence/cheshire_town_centres_study.aspx

It comprised just a few cottages, the Trafford Arms Inn, a
toll bar, a smithy and its principal building: Chorley Hall,
the home of the de Trafford family. Census returns in 1841
show a population of 561 rising to 2,856 by 1902, reflecting
the impact the railway had on the village. The railway
company initially named the station 'Chorley for Alderley
Edge', later changing it simply to Alderley Edge to avoid
confusion with Chorley in Lancashire. This represents the
start of the modern village.
8.5 The railway company enticed wealthy industrialists from
Manchester with offers of free season tickets if they built
homes with a rateable value of £50 or more on the Edge.
These were then serviced by tradesmen, servants and s
hopkeepers living at the bottom of the 400 foot
escarpment. Following the construction of the railway in
1842, the local landowner, Sir Humphrey de Trafford, laid
out an extensive estate of new roads and new houses
were added incrementally, filling in most of the available
areas by 1910.
8.6 Cheshire Historic Towns Survey Alderley Edge And Nether
Alderley Archaeological Assessment, 200317 provides more
detail about the area's historical development.
Planning Policy Context
8.7

NPPF paragraph 170 sets out that 'planning policies and
decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural
and local environment by: a) protecting and enhancing
valued landscapes' and 'b) recognising the intrinsic char
acter and beauty of the countryside.'

8.8 The NPPF recognises the importance of good design.
Paragraph 124 sets out that 'the creation of high quality
buildings and places is fundamental to what the
planning and development process should achieve. Good
design is a key aspect of sustainable development,
creates better places in which to live and work and helps
make development acceptable to communities.'
Paragraph 125 advises that 'design policies should be
developed with local communities so they reflect local
aspirations, and are grounded in an understanding and
evaluation of each area's defining characteristics.
Neighbourhood plans can play an important role in
identi'fying the special qualities of each area and
explaining how this should be reflected in development.'
Paragraph 184 notes that heritage 'assets are an
irreplaceable resource, and should be conserved in a
manner appropriate to their significance, so that they
can be enjoyed for their contribution to the quality of life
of existing and future generations.
8.9 CEC's Local Plan Strategy Policy SE l Design sets out that
'development proposals should make a positive
contribution to their surroundings in terms of sense of
place, managing design quality, sustainable urban,
architectural and landscape design, liveabilityI workability
and designing in safety.' Policy SE 4 The Landscape
advises that '7. The high quality of the built and natural
environment is recognised as a significant characteristic
of the borough. All development should conserve the
landscape character and quality and should where
possible, enhance and effectively manage the historic,
natural and man-made landscape features that

17 http://www.cheshirearchaeology.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/HTS_Arch_Assess_Alderley-Edge-and-Nether-Alderley.pdf
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contribute to local distinctiveness of both rural and urban
landscapes.' Policy SE 7 The Historic Environment sets out
that 'The character, quality and diversity of the historic
environment will be conserved and enhanced. All new
development should seek to avoid harm to heritage
assets and make a positive contribution to the character
of Cheshire East's historic and built environment,
including the setting of assets and where appropriate, the
wider historic environment.'

Landscape Character
8.10 Alderley Edge parish includes the following local
landscape types as shown on Map 5 below:
• Estate, wood and mere
• Lower farms and woods
• Mossland
8.11 Cheshire East Local Landscape Designation Review
Prepared by LUC May 201818) provides Statements of
Significance including for Alderley Edge (and West
Macclesfield). Special Qualities of this area include:
• The dramatic and distinctive sandstone escarpment at
Alderley Edge with its nationally important geological
exposures (SSSI}, offering panoramic views across the
wider area.
• Frequent mature trees (including specimen oaks) and
large woodland blocks, including ancient woodland
sites, creating texture and wider estate character.

SQ

• The cohesiveness of the estate landscapes, many
focused around distinctive historic buildings set within
an undulating and wooded landscape of fields linked by
quiet country lanes.
• High recreational amenity and open space value,
providing an important resource to nearby urban areas.
• Sparsely settled, strongly agricultural landscape with
numerous scattered farm buildings and country houses
and halls with strong vernacular styles.
• Varied views, with visibility often limited by woodland.
Longer views across the borough are from higher
vantage points.
• Trees on higher ground create wooded skylines visible
from the surrounding landscapes. The prominent
wooded ridgeline of Alderley Edge is visible from the
Manchester conurbation.
• An intact rural landscape with few detracting elements.
A rich variety of woodland cover and a lack of intrusion
from major infrastructure and development contribute
to a sense of enclosure and tranquillity.

18 https://www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/pdf/planning/spatial-planning/researchand-evidence/environment/en-ldf-landscape%20study.pdf

The village of Alderley Edge forms its north western
boundary and the northern side of the Edge overlooking
the village comprises the villas that wealthy Victorian
families built from the 1840s onwards and which form the
focus for the Conservation Area. New building within the
Conservation Area has continued through the 20th
century and the area remains popular with developers to
the present day.
8.25 The Review of the Conservation Area carried out by
Macclesfield Borough Council in June 200419 notes that:
'The Alderley Edge Conservation Area is notable for its
landscape features: trees, winding hilly lanes, setted
carriageways, and stone walls; and Jess obviously for its
fine collection of mid- to /ate-19th century buildings, all
set in large, well-maintained gardens. Modern
development has impinged in places but the generous
plot sizes and surviving 19th century planting shields
much of it from view.'
8.26 The report also notes some threats to the character of the
Conservation Area:

• The addition of various security features including high
gates, especially solid ones, and metal railings. {This
trend has continued.)

• Sub-division of properties, resulting in increased traffic,
noise, pressure for extensions and additional fencing,
with associated building activity.
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• The age of many of the mature trees, which form the
most important feature of the Conservation Area.
• Pressure to replace existing properties, which are

typically single dwellings within large landscaped
gardens with larger ones, which threaten the traditional
plot ratios.

8.27 These threats remain, with recent developments replacing
existing houses with larger scale properties. This impacts
adversely on the distinctive character of the area by
increasing density, height and scale of built form within
residential plots, and reducing the areas of green space
taken up with mature landscaped gardens.
8.28 The Conservation Area Appraisal also includes detailed
Design Guidelines for New Development (see paragraph
7.4). These guidelines have been brought forward into
NDP Policy AEll in order to help give them more weight in
decision making and to ensure that key features are
protected and any future changes are sympathetic to the
special character of the Conservation area.
8.29 The Conservation Area Appraisal also considers the
density of new development. The Appraisal notes in
paragraph 7.5 that' Historically, the buildings of the
Alderley Edge Conservation Area were laid out in
generously sized plots, surrounded by hedges and trees,
which have now reached maturity and make a valuable
contribution to the streetscape. It is therefore very
important that all new development respects these
historic precedents and any new buildings are provided
with a suitable setting.

19 The Alderley Edge Conservation Area Appraisal, Macclesfield Borough Council, June 2004 https://www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/pdf/alderley_edge_conservation_area_appraisal.pdf

9.19 Such an approach would support proposals in the
Cheshire East Local Transport Strategy 2011 - 2026 (to be
superseded by the Local Transport Plan once finalised)
which includes Policy S7 Walking: Work with stakeholders
to improve facilities for walking so that it is attractive for
shorterjourneys and Policy SB Cycling: Work with stake
holders to improve facilities for cycling so that it is
attractive for shorter journeys. Cheshire East's Cycling

Strategy 2017 - 202720 has the aim of providing a framework
that provides cycling principles and a strategy for Council
departments and partners to work together to get more
people cycling.
9.20 NDP Draft Policy AE14: Sustainable Transport Routes
promotes a network of routes connecting key areas and
facilities in Alderley Edge and requires new development
to connect to, and enhance the routes, where this is
appropriate.

Draft Policy AE14: Sustainable Transport Routes

Development proposals should include linkages to
existing footpaths and cycle routes (as identified on
Map 10) in order to improve connectivity between
existing networks and to enhance the attractiveness of
walking and cycling in and around Alderley Edge village
and the wider area.
All existing public rights of way should be retained
within development schemes wherever possible.
Designs for new walking and cycling routes should
maximise safe accessibility for all non-vehicle users.
Path widths should be suitable for safe use by users of
mobility scooters, wheelchairs and pushchairs.
All new and existing pedestrian and cycle routes within
the built-up area should be well lit to encourage confi
dent use and reduce anti-social behaviour. Routes
should not be enclosed on both sides by high fences,
walls or hedging which can lead to narrow, unattractive
corridors with limited overlooking.
Development proposals should demonstrate that they
have considered and incorporated connectivity to this
network. Developments will be supported where they
provide new cycle paths and walking paths, that
integrate with existing routes and contribute to
reduced use of cars.

20 https://www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/pdf/highways/cycling/cheshire-east-council-cycling-strategy-march-2077.pdf
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Supporting Use of Public Transport in New Development
9.21 In addition to encouraging more walking and cycling in
Alderley Edge, there is a need to ensure new
developments are located in areas with good access to the
public transport network to maximise local use of the bus
and rail networks. The locations of these facilities are
shown below in Map 11: Public Transport Facilities

__

,

□ - Edge Ne.,hbourhood mo
DTrainstat.lOll
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9.22 Local Transport Strategy Policy Sl Spatial Planning: Seeks
to 'minimise the future need to travel through a strategic
approach in the Local Development Framework that
focuses most new development in locations where there
is a good range of housing,jobs, shops and services
already accessible by public transport, cycling and walking.'
9.23 At a local level the NOP supports new residential and
business development within the built up area, but such
new development should also demonstrate that there is
good access to local bus routes and the rail station and
that most users will not need to use cars in order to utilise
public transport facilities. It is noted that existing public
transport routes are north to south with weak provision
east to west, therefore any recommendations that
developments link to public transport will always be
compromised.
9.24 Manual for Streets21 sets out that 'walkable neighbourhoods
are typically characterised by having a range of facilities
within 70 minutes' (up to about 800 m) walking distance
of residential areas which residents may access
comfortably on foot .... MfS encourages a reduction in the
need to travel by car through the creation of mixed-use
neighbourhoods with interconnected street patterns,
where daily needs are within walking distance of most
residents' (see Section 4.4). Alderley Edge is not a large
urban area, and most residential areas are within a
distance of 800m walking distance of local facilities, bus
stops and the station. This demonstrates a sustainable
pattern of development which should be continued.

21 Manual for Streets, Published 29 March 2007 by Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government and Department for Transport
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/341513/pdfmanforstreets.pdf

9.25 NDP Policy AElS: Promoting Accessibility to Public
Transport requires new development to demonstrate its
location is close and accessible to bus and rail facilities
and that travel plans are provided to show how private car
use by will be minimised.

Draft Policy AElS: Promoting Accessibility to Public
Transport
Proposals for new residential and business-related
development in Alderley Edge should demonstrate that
they are sited in sustainable locations with good access
to services and public transport facilities. Where
possible proposals for major development should be
located within 800m (10 minutes' walk) of key services,
shops, bus stops and the train station.
Where appropriate, travel plans will be required to
demonstrate how the proposal supports movement of
future residents, visitors, customers and employees by
means other than the private car, and in particular how
proposals encourage use of local public transport
facilities for longer journeys. Travel plans should also
demonstrate consideration of schemes such as car
share plans, investment and support in local public
transport services and awareness raising of and
incentives for alternatives to private car use.
Car Parking
9.26 The NDP Steering Group recognises that improved
management of existing car parking in terms of
introduction of residents only parking schemes, on street
22 Car Park Review 2016, www.alderleynp.com/inventory

parking restrictions, time limits and pricing may all help to
reduce the extent of on street parking in some areas
(although there is always a risk that restricting parking in
some areas will simply move the problem into other
areas). In addition, other policies and proposals in the
NDP provide a strong and supportive framework to
encourage more walking and cycling and greater use of
public transport facilities. However, the Group also
recognise that there is a need for a more ambitious
approach to address current parking problems in the
village.

Public Consultation
9.27 Public consultation responses have shown that shortage
of public car parking spaces in and around the village
centre and at the station are one of the most important, if
not the most important, issue for local residents and local
businesses.

9.28 A Car Parking Review22 document was prepared by the
Parish Council for public consultation in January 2016.
This considered several options to help address parking
pressures in and around the village centre:
• Add new parking spaces in order to serve the
refurbished Festival Hall and Medical Centre
• Add new parking spaces designated specifically as long
stay parking for those needing to park all day (primarily
those working in the village)
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Community Groups
10.2 The village also has a number of active community groups
covering activities and interests such as:
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l.

Local History: the village has an active History Group
and a conservation group (Edge Association) dedicated to
preserving the historic character of the village.

2.

Culture: The village hosts an annual Festival of Music,
Drama and the Spoken Word, which attracts some 2000
performers from all over the north west of England. The
Alderley Edge Symphony Orchestra performs four
concerts a year in the Festival Hall and Methodist Church,
attracting soloists from Manchester's Chetham's School of
Music and the Royal Northern College of Music (RNCM)

3.

Community and Welfare:
i. An active community group named Alderley Edge in
Bloom, formed in 2016 now carries out regular
litter-picking and planting around the village,
recognised recently by a Gold Award from the RHS.
ii. A volunteer group organises the annual May Fair,
restarted in 2012, which includes a parade, fairground
and a variety of events and entertainment in the village
park
iii. Other groups include the local churches who provide
care for those living with dementia and their carers and
the RVS who provide lunches and the opportunity for
social interaction for older residents.

Planning Policy Framework
10.3 NPPF paragraph 92 sets out that 'to provide the social,
recreational and cultural facilities and services the
community needs, planning policies and decisions
should: a) plan positively for the provision and use of
shared spaces, community facilities (such as local shops,
meeting places, sports venues, open space, cultural
buildings, public houses and places of worship) and other
local services to enhance the sustainability of
communities and residential environments; ... c) guard
against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and
services, particularly where this would reduce the
community's ability to meet its day-to-day needs; d)
ensure that established shops, facilities and services are
able to develop and modernise, and are retained for the
benefit of the community'
10.4 Local Plan Strategy Policy SC 3 Health and Well-Being
advises that 'the council and its partners will create and
safeguard opportunities for safe, healthy, fulfilling and
active lifestyles by: ... 5. protecting existing community
infrastructure and ensuring the provision of a network of
community facilities, providing essential public services
together with private and voluntary sector facilities, to
meet the needs of the local community.'
10.5 Cheshire East Local Plan Site Allocations and
Development Policies Document Green Space Strategy
Update 201823 notes that in terms of outdoor space facilities
in Alderley Edge there is a need for additional pitches for
Alderley Edge Junior Football Club (capacity issues; poor

23 https://www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/pdf/planning/spatial-planning/researchand-evidence/fd-18-green-space-strategy-update.pdf

10.16

When the new Medical Centre was built, the old Hall at
the rear was completely stripped out and this now
provides:
• a new entrance foyer and toilets;
• a downstairs meeting room with a capacity of up to 40
people;
• a large Hall, equipped with lighting, sound system,
stage, large bar and acoustic panels to provide a space
for up to 320 people;
· two further upstairs public meeting rooms with a
capacity ofl0 or 15 people;
• a kitchen area and storage rooms; and
two offices, one for the Festival Hall management and
the other for the Parish Clerk.
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The total cost of the new Festival Hall and Medical
Centre was some £3.2m, funded through long term debt,
grants and private donations. It currently costs the
community approximately £50,000pa to run. Whilst the
Parish Council and the Festival Hall management are
working hard to reduce this annual cost, the Hall
operates under the constraint of severely restricted car
parking, with only 42 spaces in total, which are allocated
as follows: 12 for the exclusive use of the doctors and
their staff during surgery hours; 11 for the exclusive use of
the Pharmacy, Festival Hall staff and the other Medical
Centre tenants; 3 disabled spaces; 16 for patients and
visitors to the Medical Centre and Festival Hall.
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10.18

Given the capacity of the Hall {up to 320 people) 42
spaces at weekends and in the evenings {only 16 for
visitors during the week) is inadequate and results in
complaints from Hall users about inadequate car
parking. It also leads to congestion in the neighbouring
streets of Stamford Road, Trafford Road and Moss Lane
and restricts the ability of the Hall to cater for events that
make full use of its 250-320 people capacity.

10.19

The only available space to create additional off-road car
parking to service the needs of the Medical Centre and
Festival Hall would be on the site of the current Heyes
Lane allotments, which are located alongside the Hall.
Proposals by a previous Parish Council to take over the
whole of the allotment space and create a 140 space car
park on it proved to be unpopular with a majority of
residents who responded to a consultation exercise
carried out in 201424• Subsequently the project was also
shown to be unviable as the land to which the
allotments were to be moved was no longer available
and costs were shown to be substantially higher than
estimated, as reported in January 201825•

Medical Centre and Festival Hall Car Parking
10.17

-

--

24 Results of the Parish Pledge consultation in 2014: http://www.alderleyedge.com/news/article/11025/101-responses-to-parish-council-mailing-costing-3782
25 http://alderleyedge-pc.gov.u k/M ed ical%20Centre%20Report%20Part%203.pdf

Appendix 3: Listed Buildings in Alderley Edge
Parish
(See Historic England https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/)

Church of St. Philip and St James
List Entry Number: 1138867
Heritage Category: Listing
Grade: II*
Location: Church of St. Philip and St James, Church Lane,
Alderley Edge, Alderley Edge, Cheshire East
THE STONE HOUSE
List Entry Number: 1138868
Heritage Category: Listing
Grade: II
Location: THE STONE HOUSE, DAVEY LANE, Alderley Edge,
Cheshire East
FRANKLYN LODGE
List Entry Number: 1138869
Heritage Category: Listing
Grade: II
Location: FRANKLYN LODGE, MACCLESFIELD ROAD,
Alderley Edge, Cheshire East
THE PENN
List Entry Number: 1138870
Heritage Category: Listing
Grade: II
Location: THE PENN, MACCLESFIELD ROAD, Alderley Edge,
Cheshire East
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THE BARN
THE COBBLES
List Entry Number: 1138871
Heritage Category: Listing
Grade: II
Location: THE COBBLES, RYLEYS LANE, THE BARN, RYLEYS
LANE, Alderley Edge, Cheshire East
BRIDGE OVER MOAT TO CHORLEY OLD HALL
List Entry Number: 1138872
Heritage Category: Listing
Grade: II
Location: BRIDGE OVER MOAT TO CHORLEY OLD HALL,
RYLEYS LANE, Alderley Edge, Cheshire East
GATE PIERS AND GATE TO NUMBER 45 (WOODBROOK
HOUSE) AND HAWKWELL
List Entry Number: 1138873
Heritage Category: Listing
Grade: II
Location: GATE PIERS AND GATE TO NUMBER 45
(WOODBROOK HOUSE) AND HAWKWELL, TRAFFORD ROAD,
Alderley Edge, Cheshire East
HOLLY TREES
List Entry Number: 1234366
Heritage Category: Listing
Grade: II
Location: HOLLY TREES, HOUGH LANE, Alderley Edge,
Cheshire East

